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Next time it might be your life
that’s saved by temperature

Temperature measurement is saving more 
and more lives in traffic. But for this to 
work, the measurements must be cor-
rect and the equipment must continue to 
function for many years in temperatures 
from –40 to +85 °C.
 
The key is active safety systems, which are 
becoming more and more common and 
numerous in cars. The Swedish-American 
company Autoliv is a world leader in this 
field and temperature measurement is one 
of the methods used to warn the driver and, 
if necessary, to brake the car or steer it aside 
if its sensors detect danger.

The technology is based on measuring a 
variety of different quantities. 

“One type of technology used is IR py-
rometry, for instance to detect animals on 
the side of the road in the dark,” explains 
Göran Pettersson, a test engineer at Autoliv’s 
development centre in Linköping.  

 
Invisible to the eye 

IR is non-contact temperature measurement 
that makes it possible for the vehicle’s safety 
systems to disclose dangers invisible to the 

human eye. 
Temperature is involved in everything 

Autoliv develops and manufactures. At the 
same time as car equipment is becoming 
more sophisticated, customers expect their 
cars to start in all weathers and function 
impeccably for many years. This is especially 
important for all the safety systems. In most 
cases they will never be used but they must 
function just in case. 

As a result, everything is rigorously tested 
at two stages of the development process. 
First the design is tested and then new tests 
are done after the equipment is ready for 
serial production.

“The safety must be unchanged at 
temperatures from –40 up to +85 degrees,” 
Göran says. “One common test method is to 
create temperature cycles across the entire 
range inside a climate cabinet. Because the 
test objects are relatively small, you don’t 
need a big cabinet, so normally the built-in 
temperature sensors are sufficient to control 
the measuring range in question. 

Accelerated ageing 
Autoliv has its own climate laboratory where 

it recreates the conditions that a car in use 
could be exposed to. One method is acce-
lerated ageing in climate chambers where 
the temperature alternates for two or three 
months between arctic cold and tropical heat.

The electronics are not the only system to 
be put under stress. The properties of the ma-
terials used change with the temperature; they 
age and their function can worsen over time.

“The tolerances become closer because 
we’re using more and more optical systems, 
which means we must use other materials 
in order to retain the function whatever the 
temperature,” Göran says.

The totality is most important
It is one thing, however, to validate a function 
in a laboratory setting but totally another when 
everything is sitting installed in the relevant 
model of car. 

“Some sensors are also exposed to slush 
and road salt,” Göran adds. 

“A modern car has a large number of 
computers on the same bus, linked to other 
systems with tasks like braking the car or in-
creasing the steering resistance. It’s only pos-
sible to test how everything works together 
in a car when it’s finished and complete.”

It’s a challenge to get everything to work 
properly even on an early January morning 
when the mercury has dropped below minus 
30 degrees. The fact that it does all work is 
the result of extensive testing done at se-
veral stages and under carefully controlled 
conditions. But how many car drivers think 
about that? 

“Using more and more optical systems places 
higher demands on temperature measurement,” 
says Göran Pettersson.

Cameras and sensors are used to discover potential dangers to the car.



Hans Wenegård was hired at Pentronic 
in 1979. 

Since then the company has been 
transformed from a manufacturer of tem-
perature sensors into a supplier of expertise 
and solutions in the field of temperature 
measurement.

Hans has played an active role in this 
change.

He is now retiring after two years of working 
beyond normal retirement age but he hopes to 
continue giving courses.

“Temperature is an interesting area and I’ve 
been able to do many different things here at 
Pentronic,” he says.

As a young man he faced a choice between 
becoming an engineer or a teacher. The engi-
neering side won, perhaps because he grew up 
in Linköping near the main base of the Swedish 
air force wing F3. After high school he trained to 
become a graduate engineer and was then hired 
at Saab’s aeronautics division, where he worked 
with measurement technology. Five years later 
the moving van with his belongings headed to 
Västervik and Pentronic.

“At first I worked in the instrument department 
soldering circuit boards and other products,” he 
remembers.

At that time Pentronic was mainly a workshop 
but its then-owner Torsten Lindholm was both 
knowledgeable and interested in temperature 
measurement in practice. As a result, as early 
as 1988 Pentronic became one of the first 
companies in Sweden to have its own in-house 
accredited temperature laboratory.

“The laboratory has been incredibly import-
ant in raising the level of knowledge within the 
company and at our customers,” Hans says. 

Things really accelerated when the first cus-
tomers began to certify themselves in accordance 

A working life spreading 
knowledge about temperature 

with the ISO 9000 and ISO 14000 standards. 
Measurement equipment then became the focus 
of attention and many people became puzzled 
by statements such as that all measurement 
devices had to be traceable to national standards.

That was the origin both of this magazine, 
which was published for the first time in Swedish 
in 1990, and of Pentronic’s programme of training 
courses, which began a year later. In both cases 
Hans was involved, as editor of the magazine 
and as an instructor for the courses. 

“This then led to contacts with universities 
and to Pentronic’s continued cooperation still 
today with academics such as Professor Emeritus 
Dan Loyd. We’ve learned a lot from him, not least 
about heat transfer,” says Hans, who appreciates 
the contacts with the research world.

At that time Pentronic also had to become 
certified in accordance with ISO 9000 and ISO 
14000. The project manager appointed to handle 

this process was the person who was already 
instructing workers at other companies in the 
same situation: Hans Wenegård.

For the space of ten years Pentronic’s training 
programme was extremely active, due partly to a 
pent-up need for training and partly to more strin-
gent temperature measurement requirements. 
Today traceability and other aspects of quality 
assurance are taken for granted. But even though 
the first decade’s obvious need for training has 
lessened, Hans still believes that there is still a 
need for another reason:

“Measurement technology has disappeared 
from the universities’ engineering programmes. 
But the old truth that you get out of a computer 
what you put into it still applies, or, as we said 
back then, ‘Garbage in, garbage out’. No algo-
rithms can compensate this over-reliance on 
computer technology.” 

In recent years the role of instructor has 
occupied more and more of his working time. It 
is Hans who writes the technical articles on the 
back page of this magazine. Not only does he 
instruct Pentronic’s own courses, he has also 
participated in courses given by the postgradu-
ate education institute STF Ingenjörsutbildning, 
for Instrumenttekniska föreningen (a Swedish 
association of engineers interested in instrument 
technology and automation) and other profes-
sional bodies, and at a large number of training 
events held at customers’ premises. 

The latest training, at the time this article was 
written, was a course in measurement technology 
for Pentronic’s own employees. Over the years 
there have been quite a few of these, which 
explains something that visitors to Pentronic’s 
production often remark on: Assemblers and 
operators know why they are doing specific work 
tasks and can explain why.

“It’s a terrific crew on every level,” says Hans 
Wenegård, who is keen to continue his teaching 
duties, health permitting. He is not concerned 
about the future. Pentronic has a number of 
employees who have participated in the training 
programme and who can take over the teaching 
and administration.

Pentronic is hiring and expanding 
Pentronic is expanding and hiring more employees to increase capacity 
and make room for more products in the field of electronics. 

The expansion of the factory in Västervik is proceeding at full speed to increase 
production capacity. The addition will give us more efficient acceptance testing 
and inventory management while also freeing up existing space for produc-
tion. In addition our focus on manufacturing smart measurement systems 

also continues.
“We will be increasing volumes in 

that area,” Managing Director Rikard 
Larsson.

In line with this priority Per Johans-
son has been hired as a hardware 
developer. He comes most recently 
from the nuclear power station at 
Oskarshamn, Sweden and before 
that was a development engineer at 
Electrolux. Long experience of high 
safety requirements and electronics 
development were important factors 
in the recruitment process. 

  Per Johansson, Pentronic. 

Hans Wenegård.  



STRAIGHT FROM THE LAB

QUESTIONS?
             ANSWERS !

If you have questions or comments, contact
Dan Loyd, LiU, dan.loyd@liu.se

The hot electronics box 
QUESTION: A closed electronics box is 
mounted on one of our machines as shown 
in the figure. The box’s outer dimensions are 
70x150x200 mm3 and the wall material is 
aluminium. The heat production in the box is 
40 W and we have measured the box’s tem-
perature to be 60 °C when the temperature in 
our workshop is 18 °C. We will be replacing 
the electronics, and the heat production will 
then increase to about 50 W. Is it possible to 
calculate in advance what temperature the 
electronics box will have, and is there an easy 
way to cool it if necessary?           
    Martin A

ANSWER: In this case the heat flow from the 
electronics box to the surroundings occurs 
mainly via natural convection and radiation. 
Some heat transfer also occurs via thermal 
conduction to the machine stand via the faste-
ning. Very approximately, the heat flow to the 
surroundings via convection and radiation 
can be written 

Q = h tot A (Tbox – Tsurr)  (1)

where  htot in W/(m2K) is a total heat transfer 
coefficient that includes both convection and 
radiation, A in m2 is the heat transfer area, Tbox 
in °C is the electronics box’s outer temperature, 
and Tsurr in °C is the ambient temperature. All 
quantities are mean values. The heat transfer 
via conduction to the machine stand is not 
included in the equation (1).

With the given values, htot becomes ap-
proximately 9 W/(m2K), which in this case is a 
reasonable value. If we assume that the value 
is constant, when we increase the  heat pro-
duction to 50 W we find that the temperature 
increases from 60 °C to just over 70 °C. This 
estimate is based on many assumptions and 
approximations but it still gives us some idea 
of the temperature increase we can expect. 

This temperature is so high that you should 
consider reducing it. In addition, inside the 
box the temperature of some components will 
be higher than the box’s outer temperature. 
Even if the electronics can endure the high 
temperature, they will have a shorter lifespan.

Unfortunately there is no easy way to 
reduce the temperature of the existing electro-
nics box when the heat production increases. 
Based on the equation (1) we find that for a 
specified  heat production Q we can reduce 
the temperature of the electronics box by 
increasing the heat transferring area A and/
or the total heat transfer coefficient  htot. The 

area can be increased by e.g. equipping the 
electronics box with fins but this would require 
replacing the existing box. The heat transfer 
coefficient can be increased by increasing 
the air velocity around the box with a fan but 
this also requires a rebuild. 

If the temperature of the machine stand is 
always lower than that of the electronics box 
you can increase the heat flow to the stand 
by reducing the thermal resistance between 
the box and the stand. Greater heat flow to 
the stand reduces the box’s temperature. This 
possibility also requires a rebuild. Another 
possibility you should explore is whether it is 
possible to reduce the heat production in the 
electronics box. It may not be necessary for 
all the electronics to be constantly activated. 
Some of them may only need to be activated 
on certain occasions. A lower heat production 
produces a lower temperature.

Which measure(s) to choose to reduce the 
temperature of the electronics box depends 
on the circumstances of each individual case. 
When doing a rebuild you should also install 
one or more measuring points inside the elec-
tronics box and at least at the box’s casing 
so that you can monitor the temperature.

Does Pentronic 
News benefit you? 
Is what we write about relevant to you?  

VWe would like to call your attention to the fact 
that the magazine will no longer be sent to your 
address if you do not fill in the enclosed form. 
Choose between a paper copy sent to you in 
an envelope or a download via the mailings 
we plan to do from Issue 4 this year.
If you miss filling in the enclosed form now 
you can always subscribe for free later on 
via our home page (www.pentronic.se/
home.aspx) 
and the 
Pentronic 
News 
heading, 
says 
Pentronic’s 
Sales 
Manager 
Dan 
Augustini.
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PENTRONIC Skandinaviens ledande tillverkare av industriella temperaturgivare

Nästa gång kan det vara ditt 
liv som räddas av temperaturmätning

Temperaturmätning räddar allt fler liv i 
trafiken. 

Men för att det ska ske, krävs att mät-
ningarna är korrekta och att utrustningen 
fungerar under många år i temperaturer 
från – 40 till + 85 °C. 

Det handlar om aktiva säkerhetssystem som 
blir allt vanligare och allt fler i personbilar. 
Svenska Autoliv är världsledande inom 
området och temperaturmätning är en av 
metoderna som används för att varna föraren 
och vid behov bromsa eller styra undan bilen 
om en fara detekteras av bilens sensorer.
Tekniken bygger på mätning av flera olika 
storheter. 

– En av dem är IR-pyrometri för att t ex 
upptäcka djur vid sidan av vägen i mörker, 
berättar Göran Pettersson, testingenjör på 
Autolivs utvecklingscentrum i Linköping.  

Osynligt för ögatIR är beröringsfri temperaturmätning som 
gör det möjligt för bilens säkerhetssystem att 
avslöja faror osynliga för det mänskliga ögat.

Temperaturen har ett finger med i spelet i 
allt som Autoliv utvecklar och tillverkar. Sam-

tidigt som utrustningen blir mer avancerad, 
förväntar sig kunderna att bilen ska starta 
i alla väder och fungera klanderfritt under 
många år framåt. Särskilt viktigt är det för alla 
säkerhetssystem, som i de flesta fall aldrig blir använda, men som måste fungera när det väl händer något. Därför genomgår allt rigorösa tester i två skeden av utvecklingen. Först testas designen, sedan görs nya tester när utrustningen är klar för serieproduktion.  – Säkerheten ska vara oföränd-rad i temperaturer från – 40 till +85 grader. En vanlig testmetod är att i klimatskåp skapa temperaturcyk-ler över hela intervallet. Eftersom testobjekten är relativt små behövs inga stora skåp vilket innebär att de inbyggda temperaturgivarna normalt är tillräckliga för att styra över aktuellt mätområde. 

Accelererat åldrandeAutoliv har ett eget klimatlabo-ratorium där man återskapar de förhållanden som den färdiga bilen 

kan tänkas utsättas för. Här sker accelererat 
åldrande i klimatkammare där temperaturen 
under 2-3 månader pendlar mellan arktisk 
kyla och tropisk hetta.  Det är inte bara elektroniken som plågas. 

Materialens egenskaper förändras med 
temperaturen, de åldras och funktionen kan 
med tiden försämras.– Toleranserna blir snävare eftersom vi 

använder allt mer optik, vilket bl.a. leder 
till andra material för att behålla funktionen 
oavsett temperatur, säger Göran.

Helheten viktigastMen det är en sak att validera funktionen i 
laboratoriemiljö, en delvis annan när allt sitter 
monterat i den aktuella bilmodellen. – Vissa sensorer är även exponerade för 

slask och vägsalt, berättar Göran.– I en modern bil finns ett stort antal datorer 
på samma buss, kopplade till andra system 
som t ex bromsar bilen eller ökar motståndet 
i styrningen. Helheten kan bara testas i den 
kompletta bilen.Det är en utmaningen att få allt att fungera 

även en tidig morgon i januari när kvicksilvret 
krupit under minus 30 grader. Att det fungerar 
är resultatet av omfattande tester i flera steg 
under noga kontrollerade förhållanden. Men 
hur många bilister tänker på det?

– Allt mer optik ställer högre krav på temperaturmätningen, 

berättar Göran Pettersson.

Med kameror och sensorer upptäcker bilen potentiella faror.

The new standard was released in April and has the designation IEC 61515 (2016). One 
topic it deals with is continual maximum temperatures in stationary air for sheathed 
thermocouples. The standard also governs the relationship between seller and buyer, 
who can make a number of demands. However, both parties must be in agreement 
and understand the consequences of those demands.

With regard to acceptance testing and suchlike, the IEC 61515 format is similar to that of 
the corresponding standard for Pt100s: IEC 60751 (2008). It states that the temperature-emf 
relationship, tolerances and cable colours cannot be altered.

Sheathed thermocouples are ordinary thermocouples without noble metal wires such as 
those found in types N, K, J, E and T. For example, N and K with a Ø3 mm outer diameter 
and a sheath of Inconel 600 are both given a stated temperature limit of 1070 °C. 

For anyone taking measurements in this temperature range, the temperature limit is 
critical, especially if materials or environments damaging to 
types N and K, such as a vacuum, are present. What you can 
do is to switch to a type R or S thermocouple, or, for higher 
temperatures, a type B. The disadvantage with these is their 
requirement for ceramic protection tubes, which can easily 
break when industrial furnaces are being filled and emptied.

Pentronic has recently acquired its own furnace to monitor 
how sheathed thermocouples function at higher tempera-
tures. The furnace’s maximum temperature is 1700 °C. It is 
now being tested and is not part of the accreditation process.

New standard for 
sheathed thermocouples 
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Temperature sensors
Connectors and cables
Temperature transmitters
IR-pyrometers
Temperature indicators
Temperature controllers
Dataloggers

Temperature calibration equipment
Temperature calibration services
Training courses in temperature

Moisture and thickness monitors
Flowmeters 
GFM Glass flow meters
Electro-optical test systems

Pentronic’s products and services

Mismatched thermocouple cables cause measurement error 
Assume that a customer is using a type K 
thermocouple to take readings and that 
the instrumentation (transmitter or input 
circuit) is also designed for type K but that 
the customer for some reason has bought 
an extension cable for type N. Would there 
then be a measurement error, and, if so, 
how can it be compensated for? This is a 
common question asked of Pentronic and 
we will it discuss here.  

A measuring circuit with a mixture of extension 
cables might look like the one shown in Figure 
1. The section between the first splice (Tsplice = 
70 °C) and the reference junction (Tref = 40 °C) 
consists of a type N cable whereas the thermo-
couple itself is type K, as is the instrumentation. 

Table 1 shows the splices’ temperature in 
degrees Celsius and also the corresponding 
emf (electro-motive force) in microvolts for the 
thermocouple type at issue here. The values 
are nominal and we must therefore hope that 
the real values lie within the relevant tolerance 
limits for the respective thermocouple types 
in accordance with the IEC 60584 standard. 
The relationship is given in equation (1), which 
specifies between the curly brackets which 
thermocouple type and thereby which table 
is intended.

EK-N-K = {E (Tmeas ) - E (Tsplice )} TAB K 
+ {E (Tsplice ) - E (Tref) } TAB N + {E(Tref) } TAB K    (1)

Look at row 1 in Table 1. The measured tempe-
rature is 900 °C. The first splice between type 
K and type N maintains 70 °C and could be a 
terminal head that is heated by the protection 
tube’s losses through a furnace wall.

Because the thermocouple voltage is non-
linear to the temperature, the corresponding 
voltage level has been taken from the applicable 
table, where E represents emf in microvolts. The 
next point of interest is the return to the type 

K cable at the reference junction. Assume that 
the temperature in this case is 40 °C. The cor-
rect presentation would be EK-K-K, where all the 
cable components are of the same type. EK-N-K 
shows the emf of the arrangement shown here. 
The difference, -56 °C, is the measurement error, 
which proves to be fairly constant across a large 
temperature range. The minus sign is because 
type N gives a lower output signal than type 
K. In its turn, the lower output signal, which is 
assumed to be a constant -56 degrees, assu-
mes that the temperature difference along the 
extension cable (type N) is a constant 70 °C or 
40 °C respectively, which is not likely. 

There are three ways to compensate for 
the mismatching extension cable’s differing 
sensitivity [µV/°C]:

1. The first and best way is to get the correct 
extension cable, in this case, type K.

2. The second way is, if possible, to ensure 
that the ends of the mismatching cable maintain 
the same temperature, (T1 = T2). All sensitivity is 
thereby zeroed out, which can be possible within 
a closer temperature range. See equation 2.

E(T) = SN+/N- (T1 - T2)   (2)

where T is the temperature of the splices and 
S the extension cable’s Seebeck coefficient.

3. The third possibility would be to com-
pensate for the difference in voltage with some 

reverse voltage. However, it is not easy to make 
this arrangement responsive to temperature 
changes in, for example, a dynamic sequence 
of events such as a process start-up.

Which alternative is best must be discus-
sed from case to case. The less work and cost 
involved in replacing the cable, the greater the 
reason for doing so. You must also consider 
your customers and what would happen if they 
discover that you are “fudging” with the cabling. 
Trust in a supplier’s expertise strengthens a 
business relationship and makes it more likely 
that the customer will stay loyal.

Figure 1. A thermocouple circuit is using a type K thermocouple to measure temperature. The splice 
between the terminal head and the reference junction has been done with a type N extension cable. A 
measurement error arises due to the differing Seebeck coefficients (sensitivities) of type K and type N.

Table 1. EK-K-K is the nominal output signal with all type K cables. EK-N-K is that of the measuring circuit dis-
rupted by the foreign thermocouple type. The difference ΔT appears to be constant across the measuring 
range 900 – 200 °C but this is actually not the case, because the protection tube’s losses heat the the 
terminal head more at a high measuring temperature than at a low one. 

New postal address
Pentronic’s head office in Verkebäck- 
Gunnebo is still located beside the same 
beautiful inlet of the Baltic Sea. However, 
because the Swedish postal service has 
altered its distribution channels, freight 
and post for Pentronic should now be 
addressed to:

Pentronic AB
Bergsliden 1
SE-593 96 Västervik, Sweden

If you want to drive to Pentronic using a 
navigation system, remember to input Väs-
tervik as your destination. Otherwise you 
will be led into the forest several kilometres 
away from Gunnebo.
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